In this paper we describe an evaluation methodology for cross-language text ltering systems which exploits existing test collections that were designed for monolingual evaluations. Our methodology, based on normative relevance assessments by e x p e r t u s e r s , i s w ell suited for comparing the e ect of di erent cross-language mapping techniques on ltering accuracy. By measuring the degradation introduced by the use of existing test collections, we are able to qualify the broader applicability of our results and to quantify the improvement i n e v aluation accuracy that would result from development of a test collection tailored to the evaluation of multilingual text ltering systems. From our experiments we conclude that the additional investment required to produce a truly multilingual test collection would be well justi ed because evaluation of multilingual text ltering techniques appears to be both practical and productive.
Introduction
Text ltering is a special case of the document detection problem in which w e seek to model relatively stable interests and then use that model to improve t h e w ay i n w h i c h information about document a vailability i s presented to the user. For example, a text ltering system might observe the user's reading behavior and then construct a sorted list of newly arrived documents in which the documents at the head of the list are those predicted to be most likely to be read. Our goal is to construct a multilingual text ltering system in which documents in many languages can be handled. In this paper we describe an evaluation methodology for such systems which exploits existing test collections.
Dramatic reductions in the cost of communicating, storing and processing information have produced an explosion of international communications, much of it either in text form or with text annotations. In the emerging worldwide information economy, text ltering systems capable of managing documents in multiple languages would have o b vious utility in nancial, diplomatic, news, academic, and even entertainment applications. Surprisingly, w e are not aware of any prior research i n w h i c h evidence obtained by observing reading behavior for documents in one language is used to enhance the predictions of future user behavior on documents in another language, a problem we call \adaptive m ultilingual text ltering."
Two established research areas together o er a range of useful approaches for multilingual text ltering applications. Multilingual text retrieval systems seek to select documents in one language based on queries expressed in another, and some monolingual text ltering systems seek to learn information need representations based on observations of user behavior. The focus of our research has been to explore how these approaches can be exploited to satisfy the unique requirements of adaptive m ultilingual text ltering.
The cross-language training aspect of adaptive m ultilingual text ltering introduces unique challenges for performance evaluation. The methodology we h a ve adopted, based on normative relevance assessments by expert users, is well suited for comparing the e ect of di erent approaches on prediction accuracy. Because it requires large document collections and expensive m a n ually determined relevance assessments, we h a ve developed an application of the method which exploits existing test collections. By measuring the degradation introduced by the characteristics of those collections, we are able to qualify the broader applicability o f o u r This work has been supported in part by N S F a ward IRI-9357731, A R P A and ONR contract N00014-92-J-1929, A R P A contract DACA76-92-C009, and the Logos Corporation. results and to quantify the improvement i n e v aluation accuracy that would result from development of a test collection tailored to the evaluation of multilingual text ltering systems.
Adaptive Multilingual Text Filtering
We h a ve surveyed text ltering techniques elsewhere 1], so here we describe only the technique which w e have c hosen to apply. Our approach is based on the ranked output paradigm in which the text ltering system seeks to rank order newly arrived documents with the most useful documents near the top of the list. We h a ve based our work on a technique developed by Dumais for monolingual text ltering in which L a t e n t Semantic Indexing (LSI) is used to develop relatively short feature vectors that describe the relevant training documents, and the mean of the relevant d o c u m e n ts' feature vectors is used as the \pro le" (information need representation) 2]. LSI feature vectors describing newly arrived documents are then used to rank order the newly arrived documents in order of decreasing similarity with the pro le. We use the cosine similarity measure because it emphasizes content similarity while suppressing the e ect of document length variations.
LSI feature vectors are constructed by c o u n ting the frequency with which e a c h term occurs in a document and then using those values as input to a function which reduces the number of features by accounting for similarities in word usage. This function is automatically constructed using statistical techniques by examining a representative collection of text in which t ypical term usage variations are exhibited. We h a ve applied this \LSI-mean" ltering approach t o e v aluate the performance of three cross-language mapping techniques, so we h a ve been careful to construct this mapping using the same document collection in order to assure the comparability of our results.
Two of the cross-language mapping techniques we are evaluating are motivated by earlier work on multilingual text retrieval, a topic we h a ve also surveyed 3]. The most obvious is to pass every document through an automatic machine translation system. In multilingual text retrieval it is the \query" (the information need speci cation) which is most often translated. While the brevity o f t ypical queries makes that choice e cient, use of machine translation with the LSI-mean text ltering technique requires that every document be translated into a single language because the LSI-mean pro le is a vector made up of elements which do not correspond to individual words. Our approach, which w e call \Text Translation," e ectively reduces multilingual text ltering to it's monolingual counterpart.
A second technique, which w e call \Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing," exploits the ability of LSI to identify and suppress the e ect of word usage variations. In Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing, bilingual or multilingual documents are prepared by adjoining versions of the same document in di erent languages. LSI is then trained on that document collection to nd a feature vector mapping which accepts documents from any o f the languages 4]. It is our interest in this technique which led us to choose the LSI-mean technique as our standard text ltering method.
Other approaches to multilingual text ltering are possible as well, and we h a ve used the same methodology to evaluate a third technique which w e c a l l V ector Translation. We limit our discussion here to Text Translation and Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing since two t e c hniques su ce to illustrate our evaluation methodology.
Ideal Experiment Design
Because we w i s h t o c haracterize the e ect of employing three di erent cross-language mapping techniques, we concentrate on the quality of the rank ordering produced by the LSI-based text ltering technique. The quality of a rank ordering is often evaluated using \precision" at one or more values of \recall" and that is the technique we h a ve adopted 5]. Using a standard document collection and topic set, each document i s evaluated by h uman experts to determine whether it is relevant t o e a c h topic. 1 A set of documents is then chosen beginning at the top of the ranked list and proceeding as far down as necessary to achieve the desired level of comprehensiveness (\recall"|the fraction of the relevant d o c u m e n ts which are included in the set), and the concentration of relevant documents in that set (\precision"|the fraction of the set that is relevant) is then computed. Precision is often averaged over several values of recall to compute a single gure of merit Partition English Spanish Relevance Judgements Cross-Language Training X X Pro le Training X X E ectiveness Evaluation X X for a topic. We h a ve c hosen instead to report precision only at a xed value of recall (0.1|the point at which 10% of the relevant documents have been seen.) The density o f r e l e v ant documents is greatest near the top of the ranked list, so di erences in cross-language mapping e ectiveness should be most apparent a t i n t h a t region. In our experiments, a recall of 0.1 is achieved after 35, 36 or 8 documents (for topics SP22, SP25 and SP47 respectively) have been found. Since that should be an adequate number of relevant documents for many t ypes of interactive applications, we believe that the precision values we report are representative of what might be experienced by i n teractive users.
Text ltering experiments of the type we are conducting require a document collection for which relevance judgements are available, so it would be ideal to construct a test collection in which e v ery document h a s , for example, both English and Spanish versions, as well as relevance judgements with respect to a number of standardized topics. While we ultimately intend to provide users with systems which adapt in nearly real time, for our evaluation we h a ve c hosen to introduce an arti cial division between the construction of a pro le and the use of that pro le to rank order documents. We could achieve this by dividing an ideal test collection into two partitions, one for pro le training and one for e ectiveness evaluation. Because we wish to measure the e ectiveness of cross-language selection, we use the documents in English from one partition and their associated relevance judgements to develop the pro le. We then apply a cross-language ranking system to rank order the Spanish documents from the other partition, using their associated relevance judgements to determine the quality of that ranking. We h a ve c hosen English for pro le training and Spanish for evaluation because that choice simpli ed the design of our Text Translation experiment. We used the same selections for the Latent Semantic Coindexing experiment in order to obtain comparable results.
In Latent Semantic Coindexing we seek to extract statistical information about word cooccurrence from a large collection of documents in which e v ery document is duplicated in each language. In order to apply that technique we w ould need to select a third partition of the test collection from which w e can extract collocation information. Cross-language text selection would not be needed if the documents in the pro le training and the evaluation partitions were available in both languages, so it would not be reasonable to reuse one of the existing partitions for this \cross-language training" task. Relevance judgements are not used for language training. Table 1 shows which parts of the three partitions of an ideal test collection would be used.
Use of Available Corpora
We are aware of no large collection of the type shown in Figure 1 . Large bilingual and trilingual document collections exist, but construction of the required topics and relevance judgements would be a massive undertaking. Large monolingual collections with topics and relevance judgements also exist, but translation of each d o c u m e n t i n to a second language would be even less feasible. Because no partition in Figure 2 requires both aspects (bilingual and scored), it would be possible to reduce the expense somewhat by constructing each portion of the evaluation collection independently. W e h a ve taken this concept one step further and identi ed three existing document collections which can be used together to approximate the results that would be achieved using an ideal test collection. The collections we h a ve used are shown in Two potential problems arise when the three existing collections in Figure 3 are substituted for the single collection shown in Figure 1 . The rst is that the domains addressed by the UN, the Wall Street Journal and El Norte would be expected to di er signi cantly. W e refer to this problem as a \domain shift." A potentially even more serious problem is that the Wall Street Journal and El Norte articles were not judged against the same topics. The \English Rel." relevance judgements identify the relevance of the Wall Street Journal articles to 250 topics, while the \Spanish Rel." judgements specify the relevance of the El Norte articles to 50 independently chosen topics. We call this problem \topic shift." Table 3 shows the ve Spanish topics for which w e h a ve found closely corresponding English topics. Although the detailed topic descriptions that are distributed with the collections identify some di erences, there is su cient o verlap to suggest that a minimal adjustment to the sets of relevant documents would result in comparable sets of documents in the two languages. In fact, our experimental results con rm that it is possible to use the relevance judgements without any adjustment when the goal is to compare di erent cross-language mapping techniques.
The domain shift between the UN documents and one of the newspapers (El Norte) is fairly easy to evaluate. In order to ensure that we obtain comparable results, we h a ve c hosen to use the LSI-mean ltering technique for Text Translation and Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing. Since Text Translation produces Spanish documents as an intermediate step, we can measure the e ect of the domain shift by running the Text Translation experiment a second time. In that second run we substitute the El Norte documents for the Spanish UN documents when generating the mapping that produces the LSI feature vectors. The resulting LSI mapping will be better suited to the El Norte articles, and the di erence in our precision measure reveals the e ect of the domain shift between the UN collection and the El Norte collection. We h a ve not developed any similar technique to reveal the e ect of the topic shift between either of those collections and the Wall Street Journal collection.
We can estimate the e ect of the topic shift by comparing cross-language and within-language performance. This can be done by dividing the El Norte collection into two partitions and then performing a monolingual evaluation in which one partition is used for pro le training and the other for evaluation. This removes the e ect of the topic shift completely, although it simultaneously removes the e ect of errors introduced by the cross-language mapping technique. The e ect of translation errors on the performance of the Text Translation technique are easily measured, however, using a modi cation of the basic Latent Semantic Coindexing experiment. With Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing, LSI feature vectors can be produced Table 4 : Multilingual text ltering experiment results (precision at 0.1 recall).
from either English or Spanish documents. If the English Wall Street Journal articles are translated into Spanish before being used for pro le training in the Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing experiment, the observed reduction in precision will be entirely attributable to errors introduced by the machine translation step. These are exactly the same errors that a ect the Text Translation experiment, so this result will reveal the necessary adjustment to the di erence between the monolingual evaluation on El Norte and the standard Text Translation experiment. We h a ve n o t y et conducted this experiment, but preliminary results in which we used the entire El Norte collection for both training and evaluation are reported below. Those results overstate the e ect of the topic shift because they evaluate memory, not prediction accuracy, but they do provide an upper bound on the magnitude of the topic shift.
Results
TREC relevance judgements for topics 284 and 290 will not be available from NIST until October 1996, so we h a ve only been able to use the last three topic pairs shown in Table 3 . Table 4 shows results for two cross-language text ltering techniques, Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing (LSC) and Text Translation (TT), and a baseline run (labeled \None") in which w e used no cross-language mapping technique at all. These results are described in detail in 6]. In this paper we will limit our comments to those which address fundamental evaluation issues.
The most signi cant observation that we c a n d r a w from our experiments is that multilingual text ltering is practical and that the presently available corpora are adequate to demonstrate that fact. Both corpus-based techniques (such as Latent Semantic Coindexing) and knowledge-based techniques (such a s T ext Translation) have demonstrated better performance than that which c o u l d b e a c hieved with no translation component, despite the limitations imposed by the topic and domain shifts. This fact should be of interest to researchers working on corpus-based multilingual text retrieval as well, since it con rms that (for these three topics, at least), the UN collection and the El Norte collection are su ciently similar to produce much better precision near the top of the ranked list than that which could be achieved by random selection. In every case the precision achieved by random selection would have been below 0 . 0 1 a t a n y v alue of recall. Additional details on this point are presented in 6].
Another interesting observation is that the results without cross-language mapping exhibit a surprising amount o f v ariation. We attribute this e ect to the existence of words which are common to Spanish and English that are useful for recognizing documents that are relevant to some topics. This observation has led us to conclude that when the available corpora limit a cross-language ltering or retrieval experiment t o a small number of topics, a baseline run with no cross-language mapping is a simple way to gain some useful insight i n to the signi cance of the results. Table 5 shows the results of the domain shift experiment. In two cases out of three, the domain shift between the UN collection and the El Norte collection appears to be substantial but not overwhelming. The lack of a clear domain shift e ect in the third case is at least partially explained by poor performance of the LSI-mean ltering technique on topic SP25. In a completely monolingual evaluation memory (LSI training, pro le training and evaluation all using the complete El Norte collection), the precision achieved by the LSI-mean technique at 0.1 recall was only 0.18. This poor performance could result from a number of factors (e.g., we used less than 2% of the available documents when El Norte was used for LSI training and those documents may h a ve been poorly chosen), and we h a ve n o t y et completed our evaluation of the cause of this Table 6 : Preliminary topic shift results (precision at 0.1 recall).
de ciency. Table 6 shows preliminary results which p r o vide bounds on the magnitude of the topic shift e ect. Results for a fourth topic pair which w e tried, SP10/022, are shown as well in order to illustrate the topic shift e ect clearly. It appeared from inspection of the topic descriptions that topics SP10 and 022 were as similar as any of the other pairs we had chosen, but these results clearly reveal that that topic pair is not useful. Again, the SP25/128 topic pair yields unusual and as yet unexplained results, actually increasing precision when translation errors are introduced. The remaining two topic pairs show relatively large topic shift e ects (although these are only upper bounds) after considering the relatively small translation error e ects.
Conclusions
We h a ve developed a way to apply existing collections to compare the e ectiveness of cross-language mapping techniques in an adaptive m ultilingual text ltering system. The domain shift e ect will be unavoidable for corpus-based techniques such as Latent S e m a n tic Coindexing when the available collections of translated texts do not use language in exactly the same way as the newly arriving documents that must be ltered. Thus, the ability t o c haracterize the magnitude of the domain shift e ect will be important whenever knowledgebased and corpus-based techniques are compared. The topic shift e ect, on the other hand, is strictly an artifact of our experiment design. Although we are able to estimate (or at least bound) the e ect of the topic shift, it would clearly be better if a test collection were available with relevance judgements for documents in several languages with respect to an identical set of topics. The ongoing TREC evaluation provides an excellent v enue for such an e ort, since a set of relevance judgements on a multilingual document collection would facilitate monolingual evaluations in multiple languages as well as cross-language retrieval and ltering evaluations. The large collection on United Nations documents is available in three languages, making it an excellent candidate for this purpose. It is not possible to draw broadly applicable conclusions from only three topic pairs, but our results do at least indicate that the additional investment required to produce a truly multilingual test collection would be well justi ed because evaluation of adaptive m ultilingual text ltering techniques appears to be both practical and productive.
